IPAD Apps that Promote Literacy in English
1. The Cat in the Hat - Dr. Seuss – LITE:
Cost: Free
Description: “It is fun to have fun, but you have to know how!”
Watch your child build their reading skills as they engage with this interactive Dr. Seuss
storybook application. Capture precious moments by recording your child's voice, then
sharing it with grandparents and teachers.
2. Letter Find
Cost: $1.99
Description: Letter Find is an app designed to help children practice quickly identifying letters
when they are amongst other letters. Children tap on letters and need to find all ten to move
on.
3. Alphabetical Order
Cost: $0.99
Description: Alphabetical Order is an adorable and educational game for iPad that helps to
teach children just that. The player’s job is to put the alphabet back in order once again by
clicking and dragging the letters to their appropriate places.
4. Endless Alphabet
Cost: $4.99
Description: This app may be costly, but it is a wonderful app to assist children with spelling.
Students drag letters onto the word in order to spell it correctly. When this is completed a
short animation follows to demonstrate the meaning of the word.
5. Simplex Spelling with Reverse Phonics: Lite
Cost: Free
Description: Simplex Spelling Lite contains over 50 high frequency English words; it also
enables students to build on each word, which goes above and beyond the sheer
memorization of words
6. Rock’n Learn Phonics Easy Reader
Cost: $1.99
Description: The stories can be read to the child or she can sound out the words and read the
story. If the child needs some extra help with figuring out a word, she can click on the word
for assistance. Rock 'n Learn Phonics Easy Reader focuses on developing pronunciation of
short vowel sounds, consonant-vowel-consonant combinations and words ending with ll, ss,
ff, s, and plural s.

